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A visitor takes pictures of an art installation named “100 colors”
by French architect Emmanuelle Moureaux on July 12, 2019 at the
Eslite book store in Taipei. This art installation made of 8,000
paper-cut numbers will exhibit between July 12 to 31. — AFP
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hen Mohamed Ghaly’s workshop was reduced to
rubble in February, he could never imagine that a
new cultural center dedicated to an instrument
with Pharaonic roots would thrive just months later. The
semsemia, similar to a harp and made of beechwood with
steel strings, is believed to have ancient Egyptian roots. It
appears on ornate engravings on tombs. Ghaly, a carpenter
by trade, is one of the last craftsmen in Egypt keeping the
cultural heritage of the instrument alive. “It’s an enchanting
instrument that summons you in a way, and I answered its
call,” he told AFP.
In the last century, the triangular lyre-lookalike with a
round bottom has become associated with the coastal
towns dotted around the Suez Canal, especially Port Said.
It was brought over by Nubian workers who dug the Suez
Canal through the Sinai Peninsula. This year marks 150
years since the canal was officially inaugurated. The semsemia is normally played in a dhamma (gathering) with a
tabla (an Arabic drum) and a riq (tambourine) accompanying as the musicians sing.
Ghaly, 52, convened a final dhamma flanked by bulldozers as his workshop in the city’s famous fish markets
was demolished to make way for a new shopping mall.
Mostly men of all ages played and sang through the night
dancing on the rubble. He had implored the authorities to
save his workshop, where musicians jammed and he had
chipped away at making semsemias for over a decade, but
to no avail.
Weeks later, however, Ghaly secured a new venue for El
Toratheyah-a folk arts association he founded in 2005
dedicated to the instrument. Canal 20, his new incarnation,
is a cultural museum standing just a stone’s throw away
from Port Said’s majestic harbour. Its mission is to teach the
woodshop craft and pass on the semsemia’s musical heritage to a new generation.
‘Palpable spirit’
Firefighter Ibrahim Awad, 35, a semsemia fan from an
early age, was there on the emotional night when Ghaly

had to close up shop. “What I love is there isn’t a band with
a leader but a palpable spirit you can feel...it’s really interactive,” he told AFP. When British, French and Israeli
troops launched an attack in 1956 after then president

He started tinkering around with making his own semsemias in the 1980s. After a musician asked Ghaly to make
him one, he enjoyed the challenge of putting his carpentry
skills to good use and has professionally been crafting

“I also questioned why it was only boys playing and asked
where are the girls,” Haddo said. Semsemia players are
mostly older men.
Strumming the semsemia’s strings came naturally to her,

Iman Haddo (center), a 20-year-old musician, plays a semsemia fan during a music session at the Canal 20 cultural
museum in the northeastern city of Port Said at the northern
terminus of the Suez Canal. — AFP photos

Egyptian craftsman Mohamed Ghaly adds the ﬁnishing touches on a semsemia fan that he made.

Iman Haddo (center), a 20-year-old musician, plays a semsemia fan during a music session.

Gamal Abdel Nasser had nationalized the canal, Egyptians
wrote nationalistic songs inspired by their defense of the
canal. The semsemia became a musical weapon of national
resistance.
Port Said, a cosmopolitan trading hub on the
Mediterranean that once boasted sizeable communities of
French, Greeks, Jews and Italians, was destroyed during the
Suez crisis. In 1967 when Israel occupied the Sinai, Ghaly’s
family was among thousands of residents displaced to other parts of Egypt. But he never forgot his Port Saidi roots.
“I used to hear it on the radio and that made me fall in love
with it. Here I was a Port Saidi away from my home-so that
left a mark on me,” he said.

them since 2003. “When I am crafting it, I’m either in a
really good mood or a bad one. When I’m really upset, I
actually make the best semsemias. I live through the craft,”
he said.

and a year ago, Haddo started the Arab world’s first allfemale semsemia choir called Amwag (waves). “In our local
folk culture, girls would dance and perform to the tune of
the semsemia but they weren’t ever expected to play so I
thought why not start a girls’ band,” she said. They practice
three times a week at Canal 20 and have been invited to
play at music festivals. “We want to show music lovers that
the semsemia isn’t just for men, that women can play it well
and be successful at it,” she said. “We also want to save
our heritage.”— AFP
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‘Not just for men’
Iman Haddo, 20, is part of the young crowd that gathers
at Canal 20, where Ghaly displays old photographs of semsemia legends. She instantly fell in love with the semsemia
when she was a teenager after attending a local concert
with her father. “I heard the semsemia for the first time
about seven years ago. It was very strange for me, I’d never
seen it before and you never see it around really,” she said.

limited edition David Bowie Barbie was
unveiled Thursday by toymaker Mattel to
honor the 50th anniversary of the release of
the iconic singer’s hit single “Space Oddity.” The
doll, sporting a striped metallic jumpsuit with
matching platform red boots and cosmic accessories, symbolizes Bowie’s bisexual alien messenger alter-ego Ziggy Stardust. “In a definitive celebration of two pop culture icons, Barbie honors the
ultimate pop chameleon, English singer, songwriter
and actor, David Bowie, whose dramatic musical
transformations continue to influence and inspire,”
Mattel said in introducing the $50 doll.

It added that the collectible was a tribute to
“the cultural legacy of the musical genius who
redefined rock and roll.” The singer, who died in
2016, had said that his classic 1969 single “Space
Oddity” was inspired by filmmaker Stanley
Kubrick’s epic film “2001,” which was released a
year earlier. Mattel this week also launched a doll
of astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti, the European
Space Agency’s only active female astronaut, as
part of a project to inspire more girls to explore
careers in science and technology.— AFP

